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Benefits of using Clean Energy Ireland Ltd:

• Full public and employer’s insurances
• No sub-contracting of work
• Rapid and reliable responses
• Engineering support, pre, during and post-project
• Services include user hand-over and support
•• Full maintenance services
• Product and installation workmanship guarantees
• Utilises a strong supplier network. 

We at Clean Energy Ireland have been to the forefront of renewable energy 
technology since 2006. We select only the highest-quality products, sourced 
from leading European suppliers. 

Our experienced team provide expert technical support and after-sales care.



The European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive  Recast  (EPBD) requires all new buildings to be 
Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB) by 31st December 2020 and all buildings acquired by public bodies by 
31st December 2018.
This means that any buildings completed after these dates must achieve the standard irrespective of when 
they were started. This is quite different to the transitional arrangements for previous building regulations re-
visions.

In 2017, the Irish building regulations were amended to include a definition of nZEB as a building that has a:
    • Very high energy performance,
    • Very significant amount of energy required, produced from renewable sources,
    • Maximum permissible energy performance coefficient (MPEPC) of 0.3,
    • Maximum permissible carbon performance coefficient (MPCPC) of 0.35.

The department of housing estimates that nZEB dwellings will have an energy demand of 45kwh/m²/a (20% im-

provement) and a maximum CO emission rate of 10kgCO/m²/a (15% improvement) achieving an A2 Building 

Energy Rating (BER). It’s speculated that the energy renewable contribution will be a percentage of the energy 

demand (going by EU commission recommendations in 2016, it will likely be between 20-50%) and airtightness 

performance to be improved from 7m³/hr/m² to 5m³/hr/m².

kgCO/m²/a(m³/hr/m²)

(kWh/m²/a)



Heating system upgrades are becoming more 
popular due to Sustainable Energy Authority of 
Ireland (SEAI), offering grants for boiler and 
system upgrades with a minimum grant of €700. 
Essentially, a new boiler will use less energy and 
save up to 30% on heating bills immediately.

Clean Energy Ireland are registered Gas Installers. 
We install gas and oil boilers for new builds as well 
as retrofits.
Our heating engineers design, supply and install 
bespoke heating systems, radiators and underfloor 
heating.
AllAll heating controls are installed by our registered 
electrician.



Solar panels work by capturing the free energy provided by sun, and using it to 
heat up the water in your home. Heating water is the second largest use of energy 
in Irish homes, so solar power is a smart way of saving money; reducing fossil fuel 
consumption and becoming leaner, cleaner and greener. The solar panels are 
fitted to the roof of your house; they efficiently absorb the light and heat from the 
sun (yes, even on cloudy days!). 

AA highly efficient, factory-insulated water cylinder is installed in your hot press 
and can be tied into your existing heating system. An anti-freeze fluid is pumped 
from the cylinder to the solar panels; where it is heated and then returns to your 
hot water cylinder, heating your water.



The sun provides us with an unlimited and reliable source of free energy. 
Solar PV, (Photovoltaic), panels harness this free and natural energy and convert it into useful elec-
tricity. It is a rapidly expanding market worldwide.
The panels produce DC voltage during daylight hours, this is converted immediately to normal ESB 
compatible voltage and is distributed throughout your property. 
Excess power is exported back to the grid, or used for space or water heating.

Our engineer examines your energy consumption and 
proposes a system to suit your needs.

Solar PV modules are mounted on the best available 
roof space (ideally south facing).

The solar inverter, (converts DC voltage to AC voltage), is 
connected to the main distribution board.

When the solar PV panels are producing more 
eleelectricity than you are using, the surplus is fed back to 
the grid or sent to an immersion heater.

At times of higher demand the shortfall is made up by 
power drawn from the grid.

Own your electricity supply.
Automatically heat your water with the excess power.

No maintenance and long service life.

Future proof against rising electricity costs.
Reduce your carbon foot print.

Extra modules can be easily added.
EExcess energy can be exported back to the grid.

Allows for commercial tax write-offs.
SEAI Triple E-approved.

NSAI Certified.

MCSI012 and MIS 3002 Solar PV Standards.
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Competitively priced service.



                Part E of the Building Regulations requires pre-completion testing to deter-  
                mine the airborne sound insulation, (speech, music), and impact sound insu-
                lation, (footfall), standards that have been achieved between residential    
                 dwellings.

Clean Energy Ireland offers Part E testing at a very competitive rate and can carry out the tests in Munster and 
Leinster.

The method for measuring the sound insulation of building elements, are given in:

- - EN ISO 140-4:1998 - the field airborne sound insulation
- EN ISO 140-7:1998 - the field impact sound insulation

Once the level difference or impact noise levels have been measured the result can be rated to give single 
number figures and adaptation terms in accordance with EN ISO 717.

•   Build to Robust Details, which is a set of specific design de-
  tails that have previously been tested to show compliance,

or

•   Conduct on-site pre-completion sound testing. Sound test-
  ing is performed on site prior to the building being complet-
  ed and signed off by Building Control. The testing does not 
   need to encompass all of the buildings but must be repre-
  sentative of the units contained within the building project.



largest wet-room.

running costs.

94%

Over the past decade there has been an increased demand on 
builders, architects and engineers to improve the thermal 
effciency of our homes making them draught free and well 
insulated. This can lead to poor air quality and could 
significantly increase the effects of asthma and other 
respiratory problems, condensation, mould growth, 
unpleasant smells and a build up of toxic gases.



 Units with built in 
 humidity sensors.

    Wall mounted air vents.

Mechanical extract ventilation regulates indoor air quality by removing 

excessive humidity and unwanted odours. Extract points are located in 

rooms such as kitchens, wetrooms, utility. The fan speed adjusts 

depending on the internal environment, for example some models 

have a humidity sensor that removes excessive humidity or unwanted 

odours and replaces them with air from natural forms of ventilation.

Exhaust air heat pumps are an efficient system that provides numerous 

functions such as: ventilation with heat recovery, sanitary hot water 

heating and comfort heating & cooling. The system is ideal for low 

energy consumption homes with high air tightness and low heat loss.

Because of the numerous functions and compact design, the system 

ensures rapid and easy installation and only requires a small amount of 

space.

Positive input ventilation is a quick and simple solution for controlling 

condensation, particularly for retrofits. A loft mounted positive input 

fan draws fresh air from the atmosphere and pushes it into the dwelling 

via a ceiling mounted diffuser. Stale air in the property is forced out 

through the natural forms of ventilation, such as window mounted 

trickle vents. An optional heater can be fitted when the incoming air 

temperature is low.

Demand control ventilation is a simple and efficient method of 

ventilation to achieve an excellent indoor air quality. The systems 

consist of: air inlets that supply rooms such as bedrooms and living 

rooms, extract grilles that extract from bathroom and kitchens, a fan at 

a central point that exhausts out the building. The air inlets and extract 

points open and close depending on the relative humidity.

Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery is one of the most efficient 

means of ventilation. A heat recovery system can recover up to 94% of 

normally wasted heat and dramatically reduce heating costs. The 

warm, humid, stale air is extracted from the kitchens/wetrooms/utility 

space and processed through the heat recovery unit where the heat is 

transferred to the fresh, incoming air.
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Highly compatible with other renewable products, 
particularly Solar PV.
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Our comprehensive range of Ecodan air source packaged heatpumps include a 5kW, 8.5kW, 
12.2 kW and 14kW models.




